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Experimental data on the hyperon decays indicate a 

rather interesting regularity. 

The main modes for hyperon decays are the fo1lovring1): 

Tabl£...lr. 

Name, Partial decay G;(MeV) Fraction !.lean-
mass mode (Energy (%) tir.JC 
(Mev) released (sec) 

in every 
decay mode) T 

A P + x- J7,7 65,J t 1,J (2,51±0 1 J)•lo-10 

-
1115,6 I?+ xo 41,0 J4, 7 ± l,J 

.L+ p + xo 116,1 51,7:t0,8 (0,802 :t o,007)x 
1189,4 I? + x+ 11o1 2 48,J ~ o,a •1o-lO --Lo 

1\f 76,9 loo ..( 1, 0 1o-14 
1192,5 - -L-

n+x- (1 ,49 ± o,J) ·lo-10 118,1 loo 
.U,97,J 

-,........ 0 

LJ A+ ro (J,OJ ± 0 118) ·lo-10 64,6 loo 
1J14,7 

-r--oo -
\..._j I\+ JC 66,6 loo (1,66 ± o,04) ·10-10 

lJ21,J 

--Q- 1\+k- 7J,l 16 events 
2°+X- 218,2 9 events ~ +0,4) 1o - l,J -o,J •lo-

1672,5 2 +'][o 216,2 2 events 
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The most studied are decays of A, L and '=' I......J 

particles. Therefore in formulating the regularity we will 

rest on data on these particles only. We assume that a law 

of decay of the unstable particle beam is of the exponential 

form: 

){ - ,./ -.H· 
-JVo•e. ' (1) 

where ~== A1 +A.t+ ... , i.e. the decay constant )._ 

is a sum of the decay constants for separate modes. 

Now let us form the table of the ~oducts 1r·~G?~ ,where 

~~~ is a sum of kinetic energies released in separate 

decay modes of a given particle (see Table 2) 

Table 2 

fo 
Particle L_Qi. (MeV) T· 2:Q;. ·1o 

(MeV. sec) -- -
A 78,7 197 2J,6o 
L'+ 226,J 182 1,6 
2:0 76,9 76,9 lo-4 
~- 118,1 176 J5,4o 
co 64,6 194 11,6 '=' .--.- 66,6 lo8 2,6 c. 

Q-_ AD+K- 7J,l 95 22,2 

... s-•-t 1T- 218,2 285 65,4 

-. s-... Jro 
216,2 284 65,4 

- ----
~0 particle is out of the coasideration because of the 

electromagnetic nature of its decay. 
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For A 
1 

L + 1 
'I;- -:::-• 
L ......, -

1 particles the value 

of T· 'L Q~~ lo'• are grouped near (18o - 19o 

MeV. For --.:::. hyperon this value is around twic 

81Daller. For Q- hyperon the Table gives til 

produota T• l: Q;. for eaoh partial mode. Sub

sequently the data on Q- hyperon deo&T will no 

be analyzed beoause of poor statistics. Thus, we hav 

T· r.. Q i :::: 'lt · 1t , 

where YL is an integer and It is some 

constant equal to around 0.95.10-8 MeV Sec • 

The equality (2) holds for all particles within lo%, 

Eq.(2) oan be rewritten in the form& 

ett. 1 . r. r 0 . == e It ! 
n·X " 

B7 oomparing (J) with the definition of the deo&T 

constant 

we obtain 

AT=tn~. 

,A= I A~ 
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The regularity (5) consists in that the decay constant 

of any hyperon is a quantity proportional to the kinetic 

energy which is released in the hyperon decay into the 

strongly interacting particles in all modes and is 

multiple of an integer. 

The regularity (5) can be written in a different 

manner: 

where 

~ A === tn a + en c~Qd , 

a-= ~t 
itt~ 

(6) 

This form of the above regularity coincides with that of 

the Geiger-Nuttal rule for decay of the radioactive families. 

(The Geiger-Nuttal rule contains ~R. , where 

I( is the range of ~ -particle, instead of 

~ (I. Qt) ) • The physical content of the 

decay laws for elementary particles and radioactive 

elements turns out to be the same. 

The regularity (5) contradicts the experimental data 

lis~ed in Table I, since this regularity neoessa~~~ 

provides the fraction of decays A ~ tv+ .N·~es 
as large as that of decays A ~ /+'K- (in 'l'able I the 

A-11+1'0 1 
ratio of the decays A-.p+r = ""i: ). This contradiction 

6 

could be understood if assuming that two, very close 

by mass 1\ -particles do exist and one of 

them can decay in the mode 

1\~N+X+f. 

One can also suppose the existence of other 

hyperons (in addition to ;\ particles) decayin 

in the mode: 

hyperon -baryon (hyperon)+ Jf- meson + f- quant 

(7 

Besides,these particles should have very close values 

of masses. Such an assumption does not contradict 

the regularity (5). 

The discovery of the hyperon decay modes acoompanie 

with ~ -emission of the type of (7) and confir-

mation of the above considered regularity would correct 

essentially our knowledge about the microworld nature. 

7 
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